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Abstract

This article deals with the information management
for active gaze control in the context of vision-guided
humanoid walking. The proposed biologically in-
spired predictive gaze control strategy is based on
the maximization of visual information. The quan-
tification of the information requires a stochastic
model of both, the robot and perception system. The
information/uncertainty management, i.e. relation-
ship between system state estimation and the ac-
tive measurements, employs a coupled (considering
cross-covariances) hybrid (reflecting the discontinu-
ous character of biped walking) Extended (copes with
nonlinear systems) Kalman Filter approach.

1 Introduction

Over the last years research on humanoid walking
machines has arrived at a point where the construc-
tion and stabilization of this kind of robots seems
not to be the key issue anymore. At this point,
novel practical application fields are being studied,
and considered as most suitable: maintenance of in-
dustrial plants, human care, teleoperations of con-
struction machines, security services at home and
offices, and cooperative works in the outdoor envi-
ronments [1]. It is obvious that the successful ful-
fillment of these tasks requires a specific degree of
autonomous behavior. This autonomy implies that
the robot must be provided with the highest possi-
ble amount of task-dependent relevant information,
by means of its environment perception system.

But this increasingly important degree of indepen-
dence requires that the robot itself is able to obtain
the required information. These conditions lead to
a high degree of coupling between task and percep-
tion. Thus, the robot becomes responsible both of
the processing of the information it receives through
the sensors and of the control of these sensors for
their optimal application, i.e. active perception.
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Figure 1: Biped robot in a prototypical scenario.

The article is organized as follows: In Section 2 the
problem of gaze control in vision guided walking is
defined, and the requirements on the gaze controller
are stated. Section 3 gives an overview of the robot
and vision system model, the filtering technique used
and it introduces the information management stra-
tegy. This strategy represents the starting point for
the predictive view direction control based on the
maximization of the visual information presented in
Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates with simulations
the applicability of this approach. The article is con-
cluded in Section 6 with an outlook on possible im-
provements obtained by the proposed strategy.

2 Problem Definition

For a vision-guided walking machine to execute a
given locomotion task, the guidance system must
provide appropriate step sequences which should al-
low the robot to navigate and reach the goal posi-
tion in spite of obstacles in the walking trail. The
information about these obstacles is provided by an
active vision system. An active vision system is un-
derstood here as a system capable of adjusting its vi-
sual parameters in a controlled manner for purposes
of extracting relevant information about the scene
in space and time [2]. This information acquisition
and management can be accomplished by a gaze con-
trol scheme selecting the orientation of the sensor, so
that the relevant objects of the scene are kept within
the sensor’s limited field of view, i.e. “where to look
next?”.



In our past research we have proposed a predic-
tive task-dependent gaze control strategy for goal-
oriented humanoid walking based on the maximiza-
tion of the visual information [3]. This approach
assumed the existence of an information manage-
ment mechanism, which registrates and administers
the uncertainties associated with the different pro-
cesses involved in the perception-based locomotion.
In this article, the information/uncertainty manage-
ment, i.e the relationship between system state es-
timation and the active measurements, is studied
and described by means of a coupled (considering
cross-covariances) hybrid (reflecting the discontinu-
ous character of biped walking) Extended (copes with
nonlinear systems) Kalman Filter (EKF).

While in other approaches the uncertainties descrip-
tion coming up from the filter represents only a per-
formance index, this description is taken here as a
reasonable starting point for the active control of
perception, as indicated in [4]. The accumulated in-
formation together with the uncertainties in the mea-
surements can provide a basis for the task-oriented
gathering of the relevant information.

Our approach to this quantification is related to
the definition of the concept of Information Content
IC. A well-known definition of information based on
Shannon’s Theory [5] is: Information is a measure of
the decrement of uncertainty. Since uncertainty must
be redefined in the context of biped walking, we will
refer to it with the notion Incertitude ν. We define
Incertitude as a measure of the uncertainty related
to the total amount of reliable knowledge required
for the successful fulfillment of a given task. This
can be interpreted as a task-dependent mapping of
the different uncertainties. We define the Informa-
tion Content of a view situation, given by environ-
ment status and sensor position and orientation, as
the measure of the degree to which perception under
these terms is capable of reducing Incertitude.

3 Information Management

Due to both, the stochastic basis needed for a
gaze control based on visual information maximiza-
tion and the presence of errors in the real-robot
system models, a stochastic modeling of the in-
formation management is required. The informa-
tion/uncertainty management for a biped robot has
been carried out by means of a coupled hybrid EKF.
Stochastic models for robot and perception process
and an appropriate choice of the state variables for
biped navigation are presented.

3.1 Robot Model

The biped robot model considered is a simplified
general model inspired by real walking machines.
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Figure 2: Biped robot with camera reference frame
SC , foot reference frame SFL and world frame S0.

Coordinate Frames and Kinematic Chain.
The robot model comprises kinematic transforma-
tions between different reference coordinate frames.
CT FR,L describes the transformation between the
camera reference frame SC and the foot frame SFR,L ,
cf. Fig. 2. The frame SFR,L is an intermediate coordi-
nate frame between SC and the world frame S0. This
frame changes in each step, see SSFL to SS+1

FR
Fig. 3,

and remains allways attached to the currently stand-
ing foot for the step duration. This reflects the dis-
crete character of the biped locomotion. It involves
certain advantages not only because often the obsta-
cle position relative to the foot is a critical parameter
during navigation, but also because of simplicity and
higher precision in the filter calculations.
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Figure 3: Step errors in dead-reckoning of a biped.

Chain Transformation Errors. CT FR,L consists
of a series of subsequent transformations from SC
to SFR,L , which are sensititive to structural in-
tegrity and angle uncertainties in the kinematic
chain, cf. Fig. 2. Both, orientation and position of
SC referred to SFR,L can be considered as erroneous.

Dead-Reckoning Step Errors. For process
modeling the dead-reckoning step errors are conside-
red, see Fig. 3. Both, relative position of the next
foot and its orientation are considered as erroneous



(∆xS ,∆yS and ∆θS). Uncertainties in the orien-
tation introduce nonlinear effects and have a major
influence on the navigation process.

3.2 Perception Model

In this work, a visual perception model for a stereo-
camera pair is considered. Its capability of measur-
ing distances is used, and both, the reconstruction
formulation and the error representation will be ex-
plained next.

Reconstruction Process. The mapping from 3D
to 2D-space can be represented by two transforma-
tions. One from the foot frame SFR,L to the camera
reference frame SC by means of the robot kinematic
transformation CT FR,L . Another from the head ref-
erence frame SC to each camera frame SIR,L , with
the perspective perception matrices PR,L,

s [mR
T 1]T = PR Cx (1)

s [mL
T 1]T = PL Cx (2)

where s is an arbitrary scalar, mR,L are the undis-
torted image point coordinates for the left and right
camera. The distortion problem is also considered.

To find the 3D point coordinates, Cx has to accom-
plish Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) for both mR,L. From two
images, we obtain a total of four linear equations
in the coordinates of Cx, which can be written and
solved in several ways. The results are transformed
to the foot reference frame obtaining Fx = g (mR,L).

Stereo-Camera Error Representation. Key
for the information management of the filter is the
stochastic modeling of the perception errors. The use
of Gaussian distributions to model the image coor-
dinate frame error is a common, convenient approxi-
mation to characterize the arising uncertainties in
the reconstruction process in stereo-vision [6]. This
error description has been represented in foot frame
SFR,L starting from Fx = g (mR,L) as follows:

M =
∂ g (mR,L)
∂mR,L

CmR,L

∂ g (mR,L)
∂mR,L

T

(3)

where CmR,L
= diag (CmR

,CmL
) and CmR

and
CmL

are the pixel covariance matrices of the cam-
eras in the image frames SIR,L . M is the covariance
matrix of the measurement errors expressed in the
foot frame SFR,L . 3D-ellipsoids stand for the solu-
tion.

3.3 Coupled Hybrid EKF

The Kalman Filter (KF) is a mathematical tool for
optimal recursive state estimation of linear systems
based on the knowledge of the system and the mea-
surement dynamics and a sequence of measurements.

The KF fuses both informations to produce an esti-
mate of the desired state variables in such a man-
ner that the error variance is minimized statistically.
For optimal performance, it assumes white Gaussian
noise, which is a reasonable assumption when the
system or measurement noises are caused by a large
number of small sources. The EKF is a filter that
linearizes around the current means and covariances
using partial derivatives. This technique allows to
cope with nonlinear systems. The EKF approach
holds to the extent that the model and measurement
equations can be adequately linearised [7].

Self-localization and obstacle avoidance are key prob-
lems in autonomous biped navigation, which is the
main objective of this work. Both aspects must be
taken into consideration when selecting a suitable
state vector. Therefore, the pose of the robot’s foot
frame SFR,L with respect to the world frame 0x0,
and the position of the different objects i with re-
spect to the foot frame Fxi have been chosen as state
variables. Notice that different componets of the
state vector are referred to different reference frames:
robot pose in S0 – for self-localization – and object
position relative to SFR,L – for obstacle avoidance:

x =
[

0x
T
0 Fx

T
1 Fx

T
2 · · ·

]T , (4)

where 0x0 = [x0 y0 θ ]T and Fxi = [xi yi zi ]T .

Once a state vector x is chosen, a complete model of
the state functions of both, the system and the mea-
surement process has to be considered, in order to
obtain an appropriate formulation of the EKF. Hy-
brid System Equations – both, for step performance
period and for standing foot change instants – can be
easily defined for this state vector including the robot
model errors defined above. This allows a lineariza-
tion of the error components so that the complete
system evolution can be estimated.

For SFR,L fixed on the ground, the state transition
function f can be represented as follows:

xk+1 = f (xk,uk+1,wk) =
= xk (1− γk+1) + fs (xk,wk) γk+1 , (5)

where γk+1 is a binary variable representing the cur-
rent control vector: γk+1 =0 means no change in the
coordinate frame, γk+1 = 1 means an instantaneous
change in the coordinate frame. Consequently, the
function fs is defined as the transformation of the
state vector x when the standing foot changes.

On the other hand, an appropriate measurement
equation must be chosen based both on the stereo-
vision system properties and the object features de-
tected by it. The calculation of the stereo-vision er-
ror covariance matrices has already been explained
in the context of Eq. (3).



4 Gaze Control

Walking in an environment with obstacles requires a
reliable, predictive classification and pose estimation
of all obstacles in the walking trail. As discussed in
Section 2, an active vision system needs a view direc-
tion control mechanism to determine how to direct
the sensor so that the interesting objects in the scene
are within its field of view (Fixation). A simple reac-
tive controller neglecting the delay due to non-zero
image acquisition and processing time, seems there-
fore inappropriate for active vision application which
requires not only a reactive component but also a
purposive task-dependent active behavior. Predic-
tion proves to be an appropriate method to improve
performance in such systems. Biological experiments
have shown that humans make also heavy use of in-
ternal prediction [8].

4.1 Predictive Gaze Control Strategy

With the earlier defined concepts of Information
Content and Incertitude we present a predictive task-
dependent gaze control strategy for an active vision
system based on maximization of the predicted visual
information. The approach is as follows: Using the
accumulated available information about the scene
(for example a 3D-map, i.e. Fxi and Cij), the cur-
rent observer location 0x0, actual motion parameters
and the current task (which determines the relation-
ship νi = f(Cij , task)), the gaze controller predicts
the (quasi-)optimal pose of the visual sensor for a
future view situation Ω̂? (predicted variables are de-
noted by ̂ and optimal ones by index ?). The opti-
mal pose is found by selecting the state of maximum
predicted Information Content, ÎCmax, among a set
of predicted states. This can be expressed as:

Ω̂? = arg max
Ω̂

N∑
i=1

ÎCi(Ω̂, 0x0, Fxi, νi), (6)

both subject to

Ωmin ≤ Ω̂ ≤ Ωmax and (7)
r(Ω̇) = 0 , (8)

where Eq. (7) are upper and lower bounds for the
active vision system parameters and Eq. (8) guar-
antees a steady gaze behavior without abrupt view
direction changes. The latter would disturb the per-
ception process. Eq. (8) takes into consideration the
observer’s system dynamics and limits the perfor-
mance (e.g. speed) of saccades.

4.2 Incertitude Definition and Prediction
Algorithm

Next, we present a particular formulation for the
definition of Incertitude related exclusively to an ob-
stacle avoidance problem. In addition, an algorithm

for prediction of the IC, i.e. reduction of Incertitude,
is proposed.

According to the first order stochastic error represen-
tation of the last sections, the position uncertainty of
the objects is represented by means of 3D-ellipsoids.
The size of the largest independent axes of these el-
lipsoids are the squares of the eigenvalues of the co-
variance matrix. In this case, where task is limited
to maximize the information about the position of
the objects Fxi relative to the foot frame SFR,L , the
definition of the Incertitude depending of the uncer-
tainties – included in the covariance matrices Cii –
can be given by

νi =
3∑
j=1

√
eji (9)

where eji are the eigenvalues of Cii.

This strategy has certain advantages compared to
volume quantification based approaches when work-
ing with measurement systems with high non-
homogeneous measurement errors (e.g. in case of
stereo-vision). In order to predict the IC in a view
situation, the strategy consists in approximating the
updating of the position estimation of the objects by
the EKF. This can be achieved by using the infor-
mation matrices summation when measuments take
place. This summation represents the predicted in-
formation Ĉ

−1

ii given an actual position information
C−1
ii if a measurment with predicted error covari-

ance matrix M̂ i, cf. Eq. (3), would take place. It is
described by:

Ĉii =
(
M̂
−1

i +C−1
ii

)−1

(10)

Eq. (10) indicates the impact of the EKF when ne-
glecting the effects of the cross-covariances among
objects. Thus, the quasi-optimal camera orientation
Ω̂? that maximizes the predicted IC in the measure-
ment process (reduction of the Incertitude in the N
objects positions), can be expressed as:

Ω̂? = arg max
Ω̂

N∑
i=1

(
νi − ν̂i

)
=

= arg max
Ω̂

N∑
i=1

(
3∑
j=1

√
eji −

3∑
j=1

√
êji

)
=

= arg min
Ω̂

N∑
i=1

3∑
j=1

√
êji (11)

where eji and êji are eigenvalues of Cii and Ĉii, re-
spectively.



5 Implementation and Simulation

5.1 Simulation Layout

In order to demonstrate the validity of our approach,
we present an example application in which the gaze
control behavior arising from this strategy can be ob-
served. The goal in this example is to gather as much
information about the objects’ position as possible.

In this experiment we assume an active vision sys-
tem, which moves in a finite 3D-space with objects
(Obj 1, 2, and 3), cf. Fig. 4. The robot walks straight
ahead in x-direction and performs steps translating
its foot frame SFR,L according to [xs ± ys 0 ]T

where “+” is used to change from the right to the
left foot, and “-” otherwise. Assumed values are
xs = 0.3m and ys = 0.2m. However, robot locomo-
tion causes errors performing steps in both, next foot
position and orientation, cf. Fig. 3. In this simula-
tion three sources of white Gaussian noise have been
considered: σ∆xS = 0.005m,σ∆yS = 0.005m and
σ∆θS = 3◦. Errors in the kinematic chain modeling
have not been taken into account. The active vision
system takes an image of the scenario every 0.02 m,
as the robot moves. After a sequence of 14 mea-
surements, a step is performed, i.e. the foot frame
SFR,L changes to the other foot. For this measure-
ment process a Gaussian non-homogenous (foveated)
pixel noise with a standard deviation depending on
the projecting point has been considered. The active
perception system has only two rotational degrees of
freedom: pan and tilt, i.e. Ω = [pan tilt]T . The gaze
control system makes a prediction 5 times per step
and selects the new view direction.
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Figure 4: Biped robot in simulation environment.

5.2 Simulation Results

Fig. 5 shows the results of the information manage-
ment – filtering – and the resulting gaze behavior.
Six steps are shown, i.e. #1 to #6. In all figures,
the origin of the coordinate system is the actual foot
reference frame SFR,L . Moreover, the field of view
on the ground (see Fig. 4) at every new view direc-
tion set-point, 5 times per step (from light to dark),
is depicted. Measurements are marked with crosses
and real object positions with squares. In addition,
the 90% position confidence ellipsoids (their ground
intersection) in the estimated objects’ positions, 15
times per step are shown.

Fig. 5 shows that the position uncertainties of al-
ready measured objects (see Obj 1 in Step#2 and
#3) are small. This results in a gaze behavior focus-
ing on more distant objects because of the larger un-
certainty reduction achieved by focussing them, see
Fig. 5, step sequence #1 to #3. The general beha-
vior in this figure corresponds with the expected one
and shows one of the important characteristics of the
presented coupled hybrid EKF: the consideration of
cross-covariances. This means that the observer does
not need to look at every object in every step in order
to reduce its uncertainty. The existence of accumu-
lated position relationships among objects permits a
reduction of the uncertainty of one object by mea-
suring a different one. This is demonstrated in more
detail by Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.

Both figures show different uncertainty levels in the
90% confidence ellipsoids. The first high level, hardly
to be idendified in these figures, corresponds to the
instant immediately after the step. Level 2 repre-
sents the reduction in the uncertainties when Obj 3
is measured. Level 3 is a consequence of measur-
ing Obj 2. Note that the reduction of uncertainty is
comparable for Obj 1 and 2, although Obj 1 is not
visible.
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Figure 6: Reduction of position uncertainty of Obj 2
in step #6, with and without measurements.
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Figure 7: Reduction of position uncertainty of Obj 1
in step #6, without measurements of Obj 1.
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Figure 5: Evolution of object position uncertainties over steps #1 to #6, and view direction behavior.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this article we have presented a novel, biologi-
cally inspired predictive gaze control strategy for ac-
tive vision systems. Our approach is based on two
new concepts: Information Content and Incertitude.
For uncertainty/information management a coupled
hybrid EKF has been proposed. Due to space con-
straints, only a first approach to the systematic de-
velopment of a task-dependent gaze control strategy
based on these concepts was presented. Simulations
have demonstrated the validity of the method for vi-
sual information maximization in case of biped robot
navigation. In future contributions, extended work
on task-dependent gaze strategies will be presented
together with results from real-world experiments.
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